
The first generation of MK riser is the fully CNC machined MKX 10 riser that focuses on accuracy elevation, stability, 
more reactive and dynamic shot. Made from Aircraft Aluminum T-7075, machined a precision 5 axis CNC machine 
and mi spec anodize hard durable finish that will stand up to harsh environments.
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Important Guidelines

Warranty Card+

Warranty Period : For 1 year after the date of your purchase+

+

+

+

Warranty coverage is for defects in materials and workmanship, not for damage that occurs in
shipping or from usage. In the event of damage not covered under warranty. 

If product has to be returned to MK Korea for repair, and is deemed to be warrantable the MK
Korea will cover cost of shipping. In the event that the product must come back to MK Korea
and it is not deemed warrantable then any and all costs incurred including transportation will be
at the expense of the Customer.

To make a Warranty Claim a dealer must send a copy of the MK Korea Warranty Claim via Email
(veracity1@naver.com)

In order for the claim to be accepted it must be Complete.
The items to accompany the Warranty Card : Proof of purchase(including date), Photos to support
claim and any pertinent information that will make for a smoother acceptance of claim.

!

Date of Purchase

Date of Claim

Serial Number

Model

Dealer Name and Address

Dealer Phone

Dealer Fax

Contact Name

Customer Name and Address

Customer Phone

Contact Email



Tiller/Poundage 
Adjustment Bolt

Tiller/Poundage 
Adjustment Bolt

5mm Wrench
Stabilizer Bushing Bolt

Bushing Attachment Based on Type - ILF Type 

PICTURE 1 - ILF Type

PICTURE 1-1

The stabilizer attachment bushing is located towards the center of the riser and it is tightened by 
a locking inner collar. The Weight/Tiller adjustment bolt is located towards the outside of the riser.  
The tiller bolt should be made flush with the riser for initial set up and should be tightened with 
the locking collar from back of the riser.

Bushing Attachment Based on Type - F-series Type

PICTURE 2 - F series

PICTURE 2-1

the stabilizer bushing in the ILF setup is removed and not used for F-series limbs.  
The Weight/Tiller adjustment bolt is loosened and installed into the ILF stabilizer hole and should be 
made flush with the riser and tightened with the  locking collar from back of the riser.
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Pound and Tiller Adjustment
From the initial default setting, generally 1 pound can be increased/decreased on average with 
3 full turns in each respective direction.

+

The brace height should be 2 to 6mm higher than the lower brace height for initial setting and 
tuning.

+

0.2mm

0.1mm

Aligment Dowel

Aligment Dowel

Aligment Washers Spare washers

Cap

Cap

Locking Screw

1pc x 0.1mm 
2pc x 0.2mm

1pc x 0.1mm 
2pc x 0.2mm

Locking Screw

+

Aligning the Limbs tl Center

PICTURE 3

Directions to move the center adjustment to the right
Remove the alignment washer from the sight window side dowel as needed, which in turn will 
move the center pocket to the right. The extra washer can be stored for possible later use 

+ Directions to move the center adjustment to the left
When you add the extra center bolt washers to the center adjustment side, the bolt doesn’t 
move in as much so it moves the center bolt to the left. Add extra washers provided with the 
riser to the sight window side dowel as needed, which in turn will move the center pocket to the
left. 
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Recommended initial brace height for bow length
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25" Riser 
Brace Height 
Measurement

Short Limbs (66") Medium Limbs (68") Long Limbs (70")

22cm~22.8cm

8 3/4"~9 1/8"

22.4cm~23.2cm

8 7/8"~9 3/4"

22.8cm~23.8cm

9 1/8"~9 1/2"
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(O)
Correct example Incorrect example

(X) (X)

Remove washers Add washers

Aligning the Limbs tl Center

PICTURE 4

With the bow in strung position and the string should be lined up with the long stabilizer. 
When you look at the Weight/tiller adjustment bolt holes, the string should be lined up to the center of 
these holes.  If the string is not lined up to the center, adjust the string to line up with the center of 
the adjustment bolt holes

Aligning the Limbs tl Center

PICTURE 5

displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments. The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow 
reflects the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to 
shift one washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement.  
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Aligning the Limbs tl Center
displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments.  The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow reflects 
the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to shift one 
washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement.

Aligning the Limbs tl Center
displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments.  The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow 
reflects the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to 
shift one washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement.  
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Incorrect example
(X) (X)

Remove washers Add washers

Incorrect example
(X) (X)

Remove washers Remove washersAdd washers Add washers

PICTURE 6 PICTURE 7



Remove washers Remove washersAdd washers Add washers Remove washers Remove washersAdd washers Add washers

Aligning the Limbs tl Center
displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments.  The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow reflects 
the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to shift one 
washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement.  

Aligning the Limbs tl Center
displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments.  The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow reflects 
the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to shift one 
washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement.
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Incorrect example
(X) (X)

Incorrect example
(X) (X)

PICTURE 8 PICTURE 9



Remove washers Remove washersAdd washers Add washers Remove washers Remove washersAdd washers Add washers

Aligning the Limbs tl Center
displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments.  The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow reflects 
the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to shift one 
washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement. 

Aligning the Limbs tl Center
displays a variety of incorrect bolt and string alignments.  The arrow direction shows the way the 
alignment dowel should be moved for proper string and bow alignment. The size of the arrow 
reflects the amount of movement needed to achieve to proper alignment. It is recommended to 
shift one washer at a time, thicker washers will achieve greater movement, and smaller washers, 
less movement.  
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Incorrect example
(X) (X)

PICTURE 11

Incorrect example
(X) (X)

PICTURE 10


